Abstract. The month of Romadhon is approaching. All Muslims are happy to welcome the month of Romadhon in 2024. Radio, YouTube, newspapers, and various educational institutions have made activities regarding the importance of the month of Ramadhan, including the University of Muhammadiyah Cirebon. On Sunday, Tabligh Akbar Songsong Romadhon was held, which was attended by the entire academic community and their families. The speaker at this event was H Fahmi Salim (Tabligh Council PP Muhammadiyah). Topics raised in this event included the superiority of Muhammadiyah in determining the initial time of fasting, Eid al-Fitr, and other worship times using the Hijri calendar, not the Gregorian calendar based on the sun's orbit. The purpose of the month of Romadhon is for us believers to become pious people.
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INTRODUCTION

Ramadan (Arabic: رمضان, translit. Ramadān, IPA: [Ramaˈdʕaːn]) is the ninth month in Hijri calendar. This month, Muslims all over the world perform worship fast (Saum) and commemorate the first revelation that came down to the Prophet Muhammad according to the beliefs of Muslims. fasting is one of the pillars. The month of Ramadan will last for 29–30 days based on observations Hilal, according to some rules written in in hadith.

The Central Leadership (PP) of Muhammadiyah officially set the beginning of Ramadan fasting 1445 H to fall on Monday, March 11, 2024. Reporting from Kompas.com, Thursday (1/18/2024), the determination is based on the results of the real hisab of the hilal title of the
Tarjih Council and Tajdid PP Muhammadiyah. For information, ijtimak is the time of the end of last month and the appearance of a new moon in the Hijri calendar. The height of the Moon at sunset in Yogyakarta on that day is already above the horizon so that it can be a marker of the beginning of the month. At the same time, the Moon in many parts of Indonesia is also above the horizon, or Hilal has already existed. Meanwhile, Muhammadiyah also stipulates that 1 Shawwal 1445 Hijri or Eid al-Fitr 2024 in Indonesian territory will fall on Wednesday, April 10, 2024.

We enter the end of the month of Sha'ban towards the holy month of Ramadhan. The first day is Monday, March 11, 2024. The zakat calculation for one year is calculated with the Hijri year, not the Gregorian calendar. So important is the time for various worship activities such as fasting time, Eid al-Fitr time, Hajj time, and Eid al-Qurban time. The fasting month follows the Hijri calendar, not the solar moon. Fasting obeys God's commandments and avoids God's prohibitions under any circumstances, circumstances and circumstances.

Each year, the fast is reduced to 10 days compared to the Gregorian calendar. Forging fasting in any weather and season. Summers in Europe are longer, and winters are otherwise shorter days than nights in Australia. A 15-hour summer daylight should follow. The goal is for Muslims to be the forge of Allah who is ready to be deployed in leading the world. Ramadan is a holy month full of the mercy and forgiveness of Allah SWT. In Ramadan, Allah opens the gates of heaven, shackles Satan, and forgives those who believe in Him. Mercy and forgiveness follow the meaning of Ramadan itself. In the Arabic Dictionary Mu'jam Al-Wasith (2011), the original meaning of Ramadan is burning heat (ramidha - yarmadhu). Ramadan symbolizes that Allah Almighty will burn the sins of His servants who believe and obey His commands. QS Al Baqoroh 183-188 is the Sharia guideline for fasting. Purpose, why, lightness, why the month of Ramadhan, why there is a silver lining, and how fasting is practiced. What is done at night and what is done during the day. The ultimate goal is to form character in the form of individual piety, social piety, and state piety.

METHOD

The implementation of Tabligh Akbar Songsong Romadhon was carried out at the UMC Grand Mosque, Watubelah, Sumber, Cirebon Regency on Sunday, March 3, 2024 at 08.00-09.30. Followed by the entire UMC academic community and their families.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Sacrificial Training in the Month of Romadhon

It begins, O believers. Buya Hamka spread religion in West Sumatra to the Muhammadiyah stream worldwide. Given pleasure, even Astaghfirullah and the average person are Alhamdulillah. The believer must be prepared to listen to what commands after the believer's cry. It is obligatory upon you to fast as those before you. Fasting requires self-sacrifice to abandon our habits, such as food and drink, that must be abandoned early in the morning. Do not have halal conjugal relations. This sacrificial spirit is formed for believers so that only believers are willing to give up habits.

Muslims still heavily sacrifice themselves for religion and obedience to Allah Almighty. This sacrifice was shown by the nation's founder so that Indonesia could unite from Sabang to Merauke as a form of sacrifice from the Islamic Kingdom and Islamic figures to be pleased to merge the unification of Islamic territories in the territory of the Republic of Indonesia.

Figure 2. Tabligh Akbar Participants

Muhammadiyah formulated the Jakarta Charter on June 22, the day of Pancasila. Relenting to omitting the phrase "the duty of Islamic Shi'a for its adherents" in the first precept of Pancasila.

Israel occupied Palestine in 1948 and politically colonized in 1917. The British Foreign Secretary's letter handed over the sovereignty of Palestinian land to the Jews. The Rockefeller family, America's largest economic contributor, liberated Palestine and financed everything for World War I against the Islamic Caliphate in the Middle East. To guarantee the British if they won, Palestine was given to Rockefeller. The Israeli Supreme Court building was a gift from the Rockefeller family and annually gives aid to Israel. Not buying products supporting Israel is a sacrifice to support the Palestinians. What is our self-sacrifice during this fast? how much are Muslims worth? Muhammadiyah needs sacrifices so that Muhammadiyah's charitable efforts can be an exemplary example.
The strongest weapon of faith and piety

The purpose of fasting is for us to become pious people. It turned out to be heavy. The method is trained with strenuous exercises to curb and control our passions. 2 types of snafu shah mat destroy humans: first abdominal intercourse and second sex. If man enslaves himself to these passions, then it is no different from animals. The difference between humans and animals is that humans must satisfy our stomachs and sex to make our spirits happy as the most potent weapon. So faith and piety always want, and faith with charity go hand in hand. QS Al A'rof O man of faith, taqwalah. Man's weapons are faith and piety, so they must be honed continuously—a weapon to defeat our enemies.

Khataman Al Qur'an

Khatam Quran has a formula in pesantren, where each pesantren has its own formula. After each prayer, read 2 sheets, so 10 sheets or 1 juz a day. Then a month will be khatam. Faith and piety are the main weapons and need to be honed with the presence of the month of Ramadhan because it leaves behind everything that is halal. Eat, drink, and husbands, from sunrise to sunset, in order to renounce anything that is haram.

QS 64 Baqoroh: if it were not for Allah and the mercy of the Children of Israel to repent to improve themselves by believing in Allah Almighty, they would have long been losers and perished—moreover, we Muslims. Unfortunately, Muslims have long since abandoned the weapons of faith to be replaced with false weapons that caused 13 Arab countries to lose to Israel in just six days. The Palestinian Muslims in Gaza did not give up. They don't want to evacuate. Gaza does not have sophisticated fighter aircraft, has local, simple homemade rocket launchers, but still wins because of a strong faith in Allah Almighty.

Qibla of Education in Indonesia

Academics must write not for intellectual pleasure but to photograph the global situation. Muslims in the Arab world lost despite having sophisticated weapons and being supported by the Soviet bloc that controlled the guns. This is because they abandoned the faith, but the slogan of Marxism is progressive socialism a la Max. The name Muhammad was changed to Karl Max so that those who lead us are the Jews themselves.

SciencePolitical history of the priest who ... Jews. The economics he studied was still in the secular and liberal West. How do you want to build an Islamic society if you don't dig from the Quran and Sunnah? Almost all students who write theses or dissertations use bibliography references, which are the results of Western research. Jewish power still dominates the world of education throughout the world, including in Indonesia.

Improvement of the quality of human nature

Allah obliges us to fast because of the descent of the Quran in the month of Romadhon. We are compelled to live Romadhon with the values of the Quran. The month of Romadhon, meant to improve the quality of nature, must all be led by civilization. A significant change must be led by science. Science that leads to change, liberation, and development. So the first verse about science is QS Al Alaq verses 1-5. Read on behalf of your Lord. Iqro Bismirobbikal kholaq.

It is time for knowledge to be developed in schools or colleges in accordance with the Quran and Sunnah Rosul. The input of worship is that the person who passes the fast becomes a figure of God's servant who prays and transmits happiness in public and state life. Don't be corrupt, fraudulently manipulate budget mark-ups, eat people's property or bribe rulers and judges to eat other people's property.
CONCLUSION

The arrival of the month of Romadhon is determined using a month-based calendar, the Hijri. Fasting trains the spirit of sacrifice and sharpens the weapons of faith and piety to fight against the enemy of Muslims, Jewish power. The knowledge given to educational institutions from kindergarten to college is based on the Quran Hadith, not science from the West. Fasting aims to make Muslims grow into good individuals, both socially and as a whole nation and the whole state.
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